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Traditionally, we have told the story of how nations emerged as a
triumphant tale of domination exerted by a determined center over
reluctant peripheries and by persuasive officials over skeptical
masses. The literature depicts state formation and nation building as
originating from the core outward and from top to bottom. Sitting at
the apex of all political and social organizations, the state has been
granted the leading role. After all, it was the state that built the
infrastructure linking the center to all corners of the nation,
increasing the network of communications within a territory and
thus helping integrate a national market. Under the auspices of the
state, a nationalist ideology was fashioned and disseminated to all
prospective citizens. And it was the state bureaucracy, employing
novel means of communication such as mass education, that
perpetuated the nation unto subsequent generations. Whether
accounts spotlight institutions or identities, the underlying theme is
centralization: The national state wins out over lesser political
organizations and potential challengers, and the people divest
themselves of previous ethnic or local loyalties as the nation
becomes their overriding identity.1
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This core‐periphery, top‐down model has recently come under
criticism. In particular, E. J. Hobsbawm has made a crucial
methodological point: Although nations tend to be promoted from
above, they nevertheless have to be analyzed and understood from
below, "in terms of the assumptions, hopes, needs, longings and
interests of ordinary people, which are not necessarily national and
still less nationalist." People’s perceptions (and not nationalist
propaganda) constitute the most critical yardstick against which we
can measure the success of attempts at national construction.
Historians and theorists have been understandably concerned with
state‐sponsored nationalist discourse, but they have been less adept
at explaining why this discourse was adopted by local communities
and non‐elite groups. A spate of new monographs shows that,
rather than a simple imposition from the center and from above,
both state formation and nation building have been two‐way
processes, involving dialogues and negotiations between nationalist‐
minded, centralizing officials, on the one hand, and local and

regional communities and ethnic groups, on the other.2
An approach that pays attention to both state designs and
responses from local communities is badly needed to rethink the
story of how Mexico’s Far North became the American Southwest.
This episode has long been explained through a sweeping narrative,
that of American expansionism. Undoubtedly, expansionism was a
powerful Ômood’ that prevailed in the United States throughout the
first half of the nineteenth century. But expansionism has been used
in the historiography as a catchall, explain‐all concept to describe
the social psychology of early Americans, to elucidate the relations
between American settlers and Native Americans, and to provide a
rationale for the policy pursued by the United States toward the
Spanish / Mexican possessions.3 The dramatic territorial exchanges
of this era have been presented almost as logical outcomes of that
irresistible ideology; they thus require no further explanation.
Worse still, by emphasizing how Anglo‐Americans expanded their
domain, we have left unexamined how other peoples reacted to this
offensive, often confining non‐Anglo‐Americans to the role of
passive victims as they watched their homelands being taken away.4
Yet when we look closely at this process, we obtain a starkly
different image. Expansionism, at least on Mexico’s northern
frontier, meant first and foremost economic penetration that
afforded local Hispanic and Native American elites the opportunity
to profit. This circumstance led those local elites consciously to shift
their allegiances to accommodate their interests, even in the face of
opposition from other members of their own ethnic groups.
Economic expansion provided the medium in which cross‐cultural
alliances were forged along Mexico’s northern frontier. Rather than
idle players, local elites were active agents who made choices of far‐
reaching consequences.
Just as we have tended to oversimplify the United States’ drive
for Mexico’s territory, we have assumed that the northern frontier
provinces were unproblematically a part of Mexico, as if national
identity had emerged full‐blown right after Mexico gained
independence from Spain in 1821. Recent investigations have
started to shed light on conflicts between the provinces and the
national government or, more precisely, between local and national
elites. Municipal and state authorities resisted the intervention of
the national government on several fronts, from elections of local
officials to the regulation of economy or the organization of the
military.5 In its most basic form, this tension between local and
national elites acquired a clear nationalist dimension. In the
fractious political environment of early‐nineteenth‐century Mexico,
national leaders began to equate local and regional autonomy with
territorial disintegration of the country and, accordingly, started to

brand some power brokers in the Far North as separatists.
We need to recast the story of Mexico’s northern frontier, paying
attention to how the Mexican and the American national projects
collided there and how conflicts played out at the local level. Did
different provinces experience the change of sovereignty in the
same manner? Did different social groups among Hispanics
understand their loyalties and national attachments in the same
way? Did Native Americans play the same role in California, New
Mexico, and Texas as these provinces were being incorporated into
the United States? Instead of a simple tale of domination in which a
handful of resourceful Anglo‐Americans managed to conquer an
enormous territory, we have to unearth a far richer story of cross‐
cultural and cross‐class alliances and counteralliances, each side
struggling to define and shape whatever nation was emerging in its
locality. In the following pages I attempt to trace some of the
struggles over the nation, focusing on the cases of Texas and New
Mexico.6 My contention is that communities in these two provinces
were caught between two opposing forces. On the one hand, a web
of local and regional economic interests increasingly tied Texas and
New Mexico to the economy of the United States, thus affecting the
livelihood and ultimately the loyalty of key social groups within the
Hispanic, Anglo‐American, and Native American communities. On
the other hand, the Mexican government responded to this
challenge by fashioning a defensive, antiforeign, patriotic rhetoric
and by fostering rituals aimed at creating a sense of nationhood.7
Struggling for the Hearts and Minds
In the aftermath of independence, Mexico’s political leadership, a
clique of independence heroes and ardent nationalists, became fully
aware of the difficulties of bringing the northern frontier into the
national fold. They did not delude themselves about the fact that
the enormous arc of provinces from Texas to Alta California was
exposed to the designs of other nations and most alarmingly to
those of the United States. They also knew that the northern
frontier society was committed to deeply entrenched regional
attachments, las patrias chicas. The people of the frontier gave
primacy to their cherished identities as tejanos, nuevomexicanos, or
californios, and understandably viewed with a certain skepticism
newer and more abstract appellations such as mexicano/a. 8 And
finally, the heterogeneity of frontier society made the task of forging
the nation there quite daunting. In Texas, for instance, the part of
the population that was called "Mexican" was a tiny minority,
amounting to some 2,000 inhabitants mostly concentrated in the
San Antonio – Goliad region. In comparison, the Texas Indian
population was larger, far more diverse, and dominant in a greater
geographic area. Similarly, the Anglo‐American immigrants who
came to Texas in waves during the 1820s and early 1830s ended up

outnumbering Mexican Texans ten to one on the eve of the Texas
Revolution of 1835 – 1836. New Mexico’s demography was more
favorable to the construction of the Mexican nation, but there was
considerable heterogeneity. The Hispanic population amounted to
close to 30,000 inhabitants. Yet Hispanics coexisted with the 10,000
Pueblo Indians living in twenty settlements who maintained
significant autonomy. Moreover, Hispanics and Pueblo Indians were
surrounded by nomadic groups that were generically called
barbarous,gentile, or errant nations, including the powerful
Comanche confederation, the Navajo, and the Apache. Although
nomadic Indians were not generally considered Mexican citizens,
they nevertheless, as contemporaries put it, formed part of "the
extended Mexican family" whose members could one day become
citizens if they were to abandon their wandering ways, pledge
allegiance to the Mexican government, and convert to Catholicism.9
Thus many of Mexico’s early leaders at the national, provincial,
and local levels attempted to impose uniformity and nationalist
devotion along the northern frontier. One vehicle to create national
awareness was the printed word. Newspapers, journals, gazettes,
and random manifestos proliferated throughout the northern
frontier during the first half of the nineteenth century. The impetus
behind the majority of those — often fleeting — publications was
political bickering, but regardless of their political orientation,
editors and writers always cloaked themselves in the nationalist
mantle. Benedict Anderson has argued that in postcolonial Latin
America such printed material "created an imagined community
among a specific assemblage of fellow‐readers," and he thus assigns
"the decisive historic role" of creating the nation in Latin America to
Creole functionaries and provincial Creole journalists. Although the
printed word undoubtedly helped foster a sense of nationhood in
Texas and New Mexico, it is hard to contend that such publications
played a decisive role, for very few people knew how to read and
write. Even if we assume that the contents of the publications were
spread by word of mouth beyond the actual readers, the number
was nonetheless rather small. Geographic dispersion and cultural
disparities added insurmountable barriers. Pueblo and nomadic
Indians, for instance, simply could not participate in this virtual
community of readers and writers, while Anglo‐American colonists
in Texas and New Mexico had their own publications where the
symbology of the Mexican nation was greatly diluted, if it appeared
at all, or where a different and incompatible national project was
promoted.10
Primary education became a more deliberate vehicle to bolster
national loyalties. In Texas and New Mexico an educational crusade
flourished between 1827 and 1834. Public schools "of first letters"
opened their gates in San Antonio, Goliad, and Nacogdoches in the
late 1820s. In New Mexico, public schools were established in Santa

Fe, Albuquerque, and Santa Cruz de la Cañada as well as in the
pueblos of Zía, Jémez, and Zuñi. Once inside the classroom, there
was no ambiguity about the school’s twofold purpose, stated in
articles 6 and 7 of the statutes issued by New Mexico’s territorial
assembly: "to observe the Christian doctrine within school, to teach
the principal mysteries of our holy Catholic faith, devotion and
respect toward the sacred images of Christ and his holy Mother . . .
and to instill in pupils the love that they must profess toward the
fatherland, giving them ample illustration of our federal system and
the liberality of our government so they will grow up to become
valuable citizens." However, the educational crusade was short‐
lived. By 1834 most public schools in Texas and New Mexico
operated very precariously or had closed down. Scarce funds were
frequently diverted toward more immediate concerns such as
fighting Indians or paying the troops their back wages.11
For the vast majority of the frontier inhabitants, neither the print
media nor the schools went very far in promoting a sense of
nationhood. For them, the most pervasive and perhaps the only
indications of the existence of the Mexican nation were rituals and
symbols. Officials in Texas and New Mexico introduced an endless
succession of reminders of the nation: flags, coins, elections,
commemorations of the birthdays and deaths of independence
heroes. The crowns that had hitherto embellished public buildings
and carriages during colonial times were mercilessly erased, and the
word "imperial" was systematically replaced by "national." Emblems
planned to the last detail and always boasting the eagle standing on
a prickly pear devouring a serpent — symbolizing the foundation of
the Aztec empire — sprung up even in the smallest and most
remote villages.12
Nationalizing rituals were first deployed in the nation’s capital
and quickly became an important weapon in the hands of skillful
politicians such as Agustín de Iturbide, Antonio López de Santa
Anna, and Maximilian of Habsburg — to name just the three most
notorious — who showed a knack for ritualism and excruciating
ceremony and pomp. From Mexico City the ritualistic onslaught was
projected across the entire national domain. Even before the end of
Spanish domination in 1821, the Mexican provisional governing
junta was prompt to announce that the insurgent army would enter
the capital in a triumphal parade to be celebrated on September 27
and exhorted all towns and villages that had not already sworn
independence to do so on that day. The junta provided meticulous
instructions to state and local authorities as to how the ceremonies
should be conducted. Both New Mexico and Texas submitted to the
mysterious new rituals, even though New Mexico did so belatedly.
Gov. Agustín Melgares reported that the people of Santa Fe
celebrated with what he ironically described as "inexplicable joy" in
a program that included, among other features, an Indian dance, an

allegorical parade with children dressed as angels and a little girl as
the Virgin, and a patriotic performance in which three leading
citizens (an alderman, the vicar general, and the military chaplain)
played the parts of the three guarantees upon which the Mexican
nation had just been brokered: independence, Catholicism, and
unity.13
It is exceedingly difficult to ascertain how people felt about these
ceremonies. Melgares somewhat sardonically remarked that it was
his hope that those "exteriorities" revealed genuine support for "our
holy cause." Indeed, it is likely that such newfound patriotism was at
least partly a fabrication of zealous local and state officials desirous
of showing their constituencies in a good light to their superiors. But
regardless of private feelings, Independence Day celebrations in
Texas and New Mexico quickly became elaborate and ritualized
affairs organized by patriotic committees that labored for months
every year to reach all segments of society. All of this required
substantial outlays of money by leading citizens, who were thus able
to show how solvent and patriotic they were. Repetition and
anticipation became powerful conduits. From the enthusiasm
displayed in San Antonio for the festivities of September 16, 1835,
one would not have suspected that Texas was in the throes of a
major rebellion. In addition to the usual tolling bells, pyrotechnic
fires, and cannon shots, a mass with Te Deum, and the party and
dance de rigueur, a gas‐filled globe was released from the main
plaza to commemorate Mexico’s deliverance from Spain. Even more
enthusiastic was the Independence Day celebration of 1844 in Santa
Fe, which lasted six entire days, including three days of bullfights.14
Like the Independence Day celebrations, other civic ceremonies
functioned as important means to instill patriotic sentiments in the
checkered frontier population. One by‐product of the political
instability that engulfed Mexico during its first decades as an
independent nation was the large number of political ceremonies
and commemorations mandated throughout the national domain. A
partial list would include Iturbide’s coronation as emperor in 1822,
the allegiance ceremony to the 1824 constitution, the celebration of
the defeat of the Spanish reconquest attempt of 1829, the
allegiance ceremony to the 1835 constitution, the interment of
Iturbide’s ashes in Mexico City’s cathedral in 1838, and the
allegiance ceremony to the 1844 constitution.15 Moreover, local
and state officials improvised ceremonies whenever they saw the
need. For instance, Col. José de las Piedras, military commander of
the heavily Anglo‐American district of Nacogdoches in Texas,
decided to make local residents swear allegiance to the state
constitution and to reacquaint them with the national constitution
of 1824. One morning in 1827, under the threat of expulsion from
the state if they failed to show up, Colonel Piedras gathered all
settlers of Ayish Bayou, Sabinas, and Tajaná. Since the

overwhelming majority could not speak Spanish and hence would
not be able to utter the customary oath, Colonel Piedras had each
settler sign a leaf of paper that contained an assertory oath in
English. In his report Colonel Piedras noted that the public spirit did
not seem entirely appropriate, "their coolness and apathy indicates
to me that this act was not to their liking."16
Staged civic celebrations were bolstered by everyday ceremonies
meant to heighten people’s national loyalties. These included simple
rituals such as that for taking legal possession of land, in which
grantees were required to shout, "Long live the president and the
Mexican nation" before they could become legitimate owners.
Common religious events were ideal for this purpose. Priests
expounded on the nation in daily sermons and at marriages,
baptisms, and other ceremonies. Indeed, Catholicism and
Mexicanness became tightly intertwined. Religion was an expedient
way to distinguish between Mexicans and, say, Indians (that is,
"pagans") or Protestant Anglo‐Americans, and the terms cristiano
and mexicano were frequently used interchangeably. In concrete
policy terms this meant that all Native or Anglo‐Americans wishing
to become Mexican citizens had to convert to Catholicism. Religious
and patriotic symbols were frequently juxtaposed. For example, in
his Independence Day sermon of 1832, Father Antonio José
Martínez of Taos compared Miguel Hidalgo, the hero of
independence, to no less a figure than Jesus Christ. According to the
priest, both figures preached their doctrines to the people
courageously and both died at the hands of their enemies: "behold
here the mysterious resemblance which gives reason enough
evidence to compare Hidalgo to Jesus: the former saved the human
race, the latter saved the American people, the continent of
Anáhuac." It is true that this identification of faith and citizenship
came increasingly under strain as the power of the Catholic Church
was challenged by liberal leaders, especially at midcentury. But in
the Far North, Catholicism remained the very gateway to citizenship
throughout the Mexican period.17
Notwithstanding these attempts at national construction,
sweeping economic changes tended to foil such efforts, imposing
capricious cross‐national alliances and intranational cleavages and in
general making the logic of the market — free trade, free
movement of peoples, unencumbered exploitation of natural
resources — prevail over the designs of nationalist officials.
Mexico’s national leaders generally supported the pursuit of
capitalist development in the northern frontier, but toward the
1830s, as they became more wary of real or imagined secessionist
tendencies in the North, they attempted to regulate the region’s
integration with the economy of the United States and put obstacles
in the way of increasing Anglo‐American immigration. However, in
so doing national officials met with decided resistance from local

and regional Hispanic and Indian elites as well as Anglo‐American
newcomers who had interests revolving around commerce and land
and depended on laissez‐faire policies for their well‐being.
Initially, commerce provided the impetus for change. The Spanish
colonies in America were long barred from trading with the United
States and European countries other than Spain, and although the
Bourbon monarchs did away with some trade regulations in the
1760s and 1770s, freedom of commerce outside the empire came
only after independence from Spain. Trade liberalization had a
particularly strong impact on Mexico’s northern provinces as they
were tantalizingly close to the United States, which was rapidly
becoming one of the most dynamic trading areas in the world. In
New Mexico the beginning of a new commercial era can be dated
with precision. The people of Santa Fe were still digesting the news
of separation from Spain in mid‐November 1821 when word spread
of an approaching caravan of Missouri merchants. This time New
Mexico’s governor allowed the Anglo merchants to trade with the
locals unmolested. It was the beginning of the Santa Fe Trail, which
within a few years became the most important trading route
between the United States and northern Mexico. The caravans from
Missouri kept coming every year and turned into sizable capital
ventures moved by hundreds of wagons and protected by military
escorts. In 1822 the value of the merchandise imported into New
Mexico was estimated at fifteen thousand dollars, two years later
that figure had doubled, and by 1826 it had doubled again. The
merchandise brought to Santa Fe in 1843 was worth close to half a
million dollars, a thirtyfold increase since independence.18 Texas
replicated what had happened in New Mexico as it fell into the
commercial orbit of New Orleans. In 1822 Father Refugio de la
Garza, the first representative of Texas to the Constituent Congress
in Mexico City, was instructed to secure for his province freedom of
commerce with the United States. Within a year the skillful priest
had prodded an oblivious congress into exempting Texans from
paying any import duties for a period of seven years, thus creating a
trading rush of far‐reaching consequences.19
Commerce brought a new set of social relations and interests to
these provinces. In New Mexico the Santa Fe Trail was at first
monopolized by an exclusive group of Anglo‐American traffickers
and a few Frenchmen who had preceded them. They controlled the
bulk of the profits and wielded commensurate political influence.
But New Mexico’s traditional Hispanic elite soon made the transition
from land‐based and sheep‐raising enterprises to commercial
ventures. Manuel Armijo, three times governor of New Mexico, was
the most striking example. He rapidly found a way to profit from the
Santa Fe Trail, as the crafty governor began to sell foreign goods to
other parts of northern Mexico where he had previously sold only
sheep.20 He was hardly alone. Such families as the Chávez, Ortiz,

Otero, and Perea became successful international merchants in
their own right. By 1843, nuevomexicano merchants accounted for a
full 45 percent of New Mexico’s total exports and 22 percent of all
shipments of foreign goods going into Mexico’s interior.21
Texas went through a similar transition. By 1826 Anglo‐Americans
dominated the trading business in San Antonio and Goliad,
introducing merchandise at various times of the year. But as in New
Mexico, it did not take long before entrepreneurial native sons
staged a return to the commercial arena. Indeed by the early 1830s
Anglo‐American merchants squarely competed against a powerful
tejano clique. These men had developed extensive trading networks
comparable to those of their Anglo counterparts, webs stretching
from New Orleans suppliers to Texas customs officers and store
owners. This tejano group became a formidable power to reckon
with.22
Although relations between Anglo and Hispanic merchants in
both Texas and New Mexico were sometimes contentious, the two
groups generally got along well and often forged profitable and
long‐lasting partnerships. In many respects the two groups of
merchants were complementary. While Anglo‐Americans could
make introductions and pave the way for their Hispanic
counterparts with suppliers in Missouri and Louisiana, Hispanic
traders could reciprocate, helping their Anglo‐American colleagues
deal with Mexican customs officers and other authorities. The two
groups were forced to travel together and to extend credit to one
another. Many Anglo‐American merchants married into
nuevomexicano and tejano families.23 Above all, the merchants,
regardless of ethnicity, were keenly opposed to outside meddling
that threatened to interrupt the flow of profits coming from the
north.
The emergence of a trading economy in Texas and New Mexico
stimulated land deals, which provided yet another network of
common interests. In Coahuila and Texas, state officials contracted
with private developers or empresarios whose task was to settle at
least one hundred families and to establish self‐sustaining colonies
in exchange for land. The majority of both empresarios and colonists
turned out to be Anglo‐American. The empresario system
completely changed the face of Texas. In the 1810s Texas had been
an undeveloped province with enormous baldíos (vacant lands)
visited only by occasional Indian groups, hunters, and adventurous
Texans. Within a few years, most of the land was parceled out
among numerous settlers who showed claims under the authority of
overlapping empresario contracts and other land development
schemes. State officials in Coahuila and Texas created a powerful
patronage system on the basis of land distribution.24 In secretive

deliberations, state legislators and the governor conferred princely
land grants, approved colonization enterprises, granted exclusive
rights to navigate Texas rivers, and made profitable appointments
for customs and land officials. From these transactions emerged a
web of economic as well as political alliances that ran from state
officials to empresarios, land commissioners, and colonists
themselves, including widely diverse groups from tejano landowners
to Anglo‐American developers and speculators to Indian allies such
as the Cherokees, who also secured a grant.
New Mexico went through a similar, if less studied, land drive.
Prosperous merchants, both nuevomexicano and Anglo‐American,
sought to invest some of their profits in New Mexico’s traditional
economic activity, sheep raising, which in turn fueled demand for
land. On the one hand, this pressure led to an increasing
encroachment on communal lands that had been granted to Pueblo
Indians by the Spanish Crown. Since the 1820s, choice Pueblo lands
had become contested by non‐Indians, a trend that was felt with
greatest force toward the end of the Mexican period.25 On the
other hand, New Mexico’s authorities began to grant enormous
tracts of land to Anglo‐American developers alone or in partnership
with nuevomexicanos. With the approval of the departmental
assembly, in 1844, Gov. Manuel Armijo granted a petition for
approximately 1,700,000 acres by Carlos (Charles) Beubien, a
merchant from the Taos area, and Guadalupe Miranda, Armijo’s
own secretary of government. In 1843 Governor Armijo had given
his approval for two other enormous grants, one for 4,000,000 acres
and the other one for close to 1,000,000 acres, on behalf of Anglo‐
Americans.26 As in Texas, these transactions naturally bound the
grantees to New Mexican officials and created a network of
interests that would be critical when war between Mexico and the
United States broke out and the department of New Mexico
tottered between the two countries. Indeed, most of the Anglo‐
American and nuevomexicano land grantees, as well as some
disgruntled Pueblo Indian leaders, played key roles in the dramatic
sovereignty struggles of New Mexico in 1846 – 1848.
Commercial and land transactions hindered the consolidation of
the Mexican nation in Texas and New Mexico. This occurred not so
much because there were cozy partnerships between local
authorities and foreign businessmen as because the prosperity of
those provinces hinged on the continuation and accretion of
economic ties with the United States. Prominent tejanos and
nuevomexicanos, with their Anglo‐American partners, staked their
future on the development of those provinces along federalist lines,
which meant unrestricted trade with the United States, increasing
immigration of Anglo‐Americans, and flexible land policies that
insured property rights for foreigners and recent arrivals. Given the
demographic and economic imbalance between Hispanics and

Anglos, this policy would eventually result in an overwhelming
preponderance of Anglo‐Americans along the frontier. On the eve of
the Texas Revolution, northeastern Texas was largely inhabited by
Anglo colonists who had prospered in a thriving cotton and cattle
economy. In the years immediately before the Mexican‐American
War, northern New Mexico was falling inexorably into the hands of
wealthy Anglo‐American merchants and some of their
nuevomexicano partners.
These developments did not go unnoticed in centralist circles,
and they eventually elicited a strong nationalist reaction. Lucas
Alamán, the minister of the interior, was the most adamant and
influential voice of this political backlash. In 1830 he observed that
instead of sending conquering armies, [North
Americans] have recourse to other means . . . they
begin by introducing themselves in a territory that they
desire and establish colonies and trading routes. Then
they demand rights that would be impossible to sustain
in any serious discussion, and basing their claims on
historical facts that nobody admits . . . little by little
these extravagant ideas, out of repetition, become
sound proofs of ownership.
Such nationalist rhetoric was quickly appropriated in Texas and New
Mexico and injected into local disputes. Citizens who felt displaced
by outsiders repeatedly resorted to patriotic rhetoric to strengthen
their claims. For instance, many tejanos of Goliad became very
receptive to centralist harangues that emphasized patriotism
because the community had a long‐standing land dispute with the
foreign‐born empresario Green DeWitt. In fact, Carlos de la Garza, a
Goliad resident, became the most conspicuous centralist tejano
leader during the entire Texas Revolution. Likewise the Mexican
military in San Antonio was able to raise two companies of
"volunteers for the Nation" who remained loyal to the centralist
government. Nationalist rhetoric was similarly appropriated and
deployed in New Mexico to settle local and regional political scores,
often masking pecuniary disputes, but also for ideological reasons.
For instance, in a letter to the bishop of Durango in 1845, Father
Antonio José Martínez of Taos stated his opposition in religious
terms: "The changeover to the United States will mean the
introduction of diverse religious sects that are tolerated in that
country according to their Constitution; but given what little I know
by the grace of God, and my determination, I am ready to resist with
all my strength the propagation of these sects." In sum, patriotic
rhetoric became a potent cement binding local, regional, and
national political groups who often pursued different immediate
objectives but were all united under the same banner: to preserve
the territorial integrity of Mexico.27

Rebellion, War, and National Identity
The Texas Revolution would set the terms of the national identity
struggles in Mexico’s Far North in the decades to follow. Most
traditional histories either trace the revolt of 1835 – 1836 to cultural
or ethnic incompatibility between Mexicans and Americans or adopt
a sweeping Manifest Destiny explanation, casting the revolution as
merely a step in the westward drive of Anglo‐Americans into
Spanish America.28 Yet a growing interest in Mexican Texans has
shown that the revolution was not carried out exclusively by
dissatisfied Anglo colonists but that tejanos as well were actively
involved. Indeed, the initial momentum to organize state militias
and resist the central government’s authority, even if that entailed
using force, originated in Coahuila and the San Antonio – Goliad
region, not in the Anglo colonies. Indians also played a crucial part in
this story. Historians have begun to elucidate the tangle of alliances
and counteralliances between Indians and revolutionists. Inevitably,
with the addition of new protagonists, the story has lost some of its
past simplicity. As David Weber has pointed out, the Texas
Revolution was not a clear‐cut ethnic or racial rebellion "pitting all
Anglos against all Mexicans, all white against all non‐white"; it was
an unwieldy coalition of Anglo‐American colonists, tejanos, and
Indian tribes fighting against the national government and its local
and regional allies.29
The origins of the Texas Revolution have to be traced back to the
clash between regional and national elites in Mexico, especially as
their struggle affected the network of interests that had flourished
in Texas in the 1820s. Those who advocated autonomy for the
states and defended local interests against national encroachment
— a heterogeneous group that came to be known as "radical
liberals" or "federalists" — began to chafe after the offensive
launched by their "centralist" opponents in the early 1830s.30 The
short‐lived administration of Anastasio Bustamante in 1830 – 1832
moved precisely in that centralizing direction. He established a ring
of military garrisons in Texas, opened customs houses to regulate
and tax commerce with the United States, and sought to reduce the
preponderance of Anglo‐Americans in Texas by promoting Mexican
and European colonization and forbidding any further immigration
from the United States. The nationalist offensive abated for a few
months when another federalist administration gained power in
Mexico City, but the offensive was resumed in 1834 – 1836. The
pattern was identical. The national government instituted reforms
that threatened to alter the fundamental economic and political
relations prevalent in Coahuila and Texas. Only this second time, the
drama would play itself out until Texas seceded from Mexico.31
Having said this, however, we should avoid another form of

historical reduc‐tionism — following contemporary rhetoric — that
described the Texas Revolution as a quest for freedom against
military despotism from Mexico’s heartland. First, the nationalist
rhetoric employed by centralists commanded enormous popular
support, especially given the truly scandalous speculation and the
rapid Americanization of Texas. Even within Coahuila and Texas a
vocal antifederalist faction responded enthusiastically to the
patriotic harangues to regain Texas for Mexico. Second, federalists
and revolutionists in Texas — whether Anglo, tejano, or Indian —
may all have been fighting under the collective banner of "freedom,"
but "freedom" was often linked to self‐interest. Assigning economic
motives to participants in the revolution has not been popular
among past generations of historians, and yet evidence of the
importance of pecuniary interests is widespread and impressive.
Malcolm D. McLean and Andreas V. Reichstein have singled out land
speculation as a powerful incentive for revolution. Mercantile
interests that arose in the 1820s and early 1830s have not been
closely analyzed, even though much of the discontent leading up to
the revolution revolved around tariff collection. Both Anglo‐
American and tejano merchants objected to the establishment of
customs houses, and both remained generally supportive of the
revolution even as secession from Mexico became permanent.
Undoubtedly, in the course of the fighting, ethnic and racial tensions
surfaced, but initially Texans made a revolution to protect their
freedoms, their beliefs, and their interests; in the process they took
the momentous decision to create a new nation.32
Ten years after the Texas Revolution, in the summer of 1846, Col.
Stephen W. Kearny found himself marching along the Santa Fe Trail,
commanding a small army, with instructions from the United States
government to take possession of New Mexico. War had begun
between Mexico and the United States. On August 18, about two
thousand weary and dusty American soldiers marched unopposed
into Santa Fe. Their commander formally took possession of the
territory of New Mexico. The Army of the West had conquered New
Mexico "without the firing of a shot or the shedding of a single drop
of blood," according to a contemporary description that historians
have repeated ever since. Yet five months later, an anti‐American
rebellion broke out in the northern and western districts of New
Mexico. The uprising eventually claimed the lives of the recently
appointed American governor of New Mexico, several other Anglo‐
American residents, and at least two nuevomexicano
"collaborationists." The two episodes, the unopposed march of
American troops into Santa Fe and the Taos rebellion, marked the
two ends of the pendulum swing in the sovereignty struggles
unfolding in New Mexico.33 The war created an environment in
which local political grievances, economic interests, and evolving
identities played themselves out throughout Mexico’s Far North
against the backdrop of an impending invasion and possible

annexation to the United States. It is tempting to interpret the war
squarely as a conflict between two clearly defined nations, and it is
easy to understand the ensuing territorial exchange as solely a
military outcome. And yet, from the perspective of the border
society — rather than that of Mexico City or Washington, D.C. —
what we find is an army of invasion negotiating with local and
regional actors whose loyalties did not always conform to simple
national lines.
Much in the attitudes of leading nuevomexicanos toward
Kearny’s Army of the West in the summer of 1846 has to be traced
back to a network of interests that had developed among key
nuevomexicano officials and Anglo‐American merchants and
residents during the 1840s. Some days before the arrival of the
Army of the West, Manuel Alvarez, the Spanish‐born consul of the
United States in Santa Fe, tried to persuade Governor Armijo not to
resist. Alvarez found Armijo "vacillating to the last" and utterly
undecided. Although the consul admitted that he could not
persuade the governor to turn over the Department of New Mexico
to the Americans, he asserted that he had had more success with
"other officers" and Armijo’s "confidential advisers." Santiago (
James W.) Magoffin, a seasoned merchant of the Santa Fe Trail who
had been commissioned by President James K. Polk to use his
connections to win the northern provinces over to the American
side, reported that prior to Kearny’s arrival he had met many of the
"rich" and the militia officers of New Mexico and, with only one
exception, had found that they would be perfectly satisfied if the
area became a territory of the United States. Magoffin told
nuevomexicano officers that they would be happy under the star‐
spangled banner because their property would be respected, their
houses would rise in value, and the political system would change
for the better. Robert B. McAfee, another merchant, sarcastically
summed up this phenomenon for President Polk: "Touch their
money and you reach their hearts. Make it their interest to have
peace and we will soon have it."34
The events that followed are not entirely clear. The governor
began preparations to face the American army of occupation at a
formidable pass called el Cañón, fifteen miles east of Santa Fe. Yet
two days before the showdown would have occurred, Governor
Armijo took the momentous decision to disband the volunteers he
had summoned. With seventy soldiers the governor retreated to
Chihuahua, thus clearing the path of the invading army.35
McAfee may have been accurate in describing the outlook of the
privileged few whose interests depended on the Santa Fe Trail, but
displaced elites and commoners thought otherwise. In the
aftermath of the American takeover, significant discontent surfaced
throughout New Mexico. The Pueblo Indians of Taos, for instance,

resented the encroachment of Anglo‐American and Mexican
merchants on their land. Aided by the influential parish priest of
Taos, José Antonio Martínez, Pueblo Indians had denounced the
Miranda‐Beubien land grant, claiming that it included communal
lands that belonged to the Taos Pueblo and were used for hunting
buffalo. They managed to persuade nuevomexicano officials to
suspend the grant in 1844, but only temporarily. After the American
occupation, Pueblo Indians feared that land encroachment would
proceed more rapidly.36
New Mexico’s Catholic establishment also fiercely opposed
annexation to the United States. Even before the military
occupation of New Mexico, Father Martínez had been the most
outspoken critic of Armijo’s administration for "caving in" to the
Americans and had delivered a series of sermons "arousing the
people to a determined resistance." He warned his congregation of
impending disasters and told them of his nightmares about the
national government disposing of New Mexico. As the embattled
priest interpreted New Mexico’s situation with some hyperbole, a
mob of "heretics were ready on its confines to overrun this
unfortunate land." Father Martínez’s patriotic rhetoric drew on a
wellspring of religious symbology and Pueblo Indian mythology.37
The most telling example of this merger of patriotism, religion,
and ancient mythology is found in a mysterious document that
appeared in Jémez, San Juan, and probably other pueblos as well.
The document was dated May 25, 1846, barely ten days after the
United States declared war on Mexico. It was the story of
Montezuma "to be told to the Pueblos of the great province of New
Mexico, so that they understand that they are and shall be
recognized as part of Montezuma’s nation to whom they are to
render full obedience." The legend is convoluted, but even a cursory
examination provides insights into how myths were used to create
identity.38
The story begins as Montezuma was divinely conceived from a
nut eaten by a maiden. Montezuma grew up in the town of
Teguayo, a pueblo of New Mexico, until the old Indian governor
died. On that day the most powerful men gathered to appoint a new
leader but could not agree, so, to have some fun, they chose pitiful
Montezuma. But Montezuma soon astonished everyone with
prodigies and miracles, and his fame spread throughout the
pueblos, whose people regarded him as a great leader. One day God
appeared to Montezuma and told him that an eagle would lead him
on a long journey. Thus Montezuma and his followers walked for
several days following the course of the eagle until they came up to
a valley where there was a lake with an island in the middle. There
the eagle descended to devour a serpent while standing on a prickly
pear. That was the sign that Montezuma was awaiting. And in that

place he founded a new empire, the Aztec empire, which was also
the origin of Mexico City.39
The legend of Montezuma is the story of a hero long known in
Pueblo myths, Pose‐yemo, blended with the life story of Jesus Christ
and the foundational myth of the Aztec empire. The legend clearly
intended to appeal to Pueblo Indians by casting them, not as
subjugated people, but as the divine founders of the Mexican
nation. The legend also created a bridge between Hispanics and
Pueblos. It became well known among the Pueblos before the 1847
rebellion and remained a powerful myth long after that episode.40
As to the exact role that the Montezuma legend played in the
Pueblos’ participation in the 1847 revolt, we know very little.
Unfortunately, once the rebellion was put down, the Pueblo leaders
were summarily tried, declared guilty of treason to the United
States, and hanged without anyone recording their depositions. And
yet the participation of Pueblo Indians in the Taos rebellion shows
how Native Americans became key players in the struggles over
national identity in the Southwest. It underscores the wellspring of
myths and symbols brought forth by the contacts between various
groups in this area, and it shows how these myths and symbols were
merged and combined with one another, creating new and
unexpected national meaning.
Conclusion
The conflicts that rocked Mexico’s northern frontier in the first half
of the nineteenth century, including the Texas Revolution and the
Taos rebellion, were ultimately struggles over sovereignty and
identity. These events cannot be reduced to ethnic conflicts
between Hispanics, Native Americans, and Anglo‐Americans. The
surprising decision of tejano merchants to support the Anglo‐
American drive to secede from Mexico in 1835 – 1836 or the Pueblo
Indians’ intention to restore Mexico’s sovereignty over New Mexico
in 1847 seem to defy common sense because their loyalties did not
conform to previous ethnic solidarities. For this reason those events
well illustrate how much national identity depended on economic
arrangements as well as an imagery able to speak to the needs and
longings of diverse peoples.
The Mexican government, having inherited the Spanish imperial
bureaucracy and its political‐religious mental world, attempted to
forge a Mexican identity in the northern frontier by developing
patronage lines leading from the center to the remote provinces by
using the overlapping administrative structures of church, military,
and civil government; by promoting civic and religious rituals
derived chiefly from the independence struggle; and by fashioning
— often unwittingly — a defensive, antiforeign, nationalist rhetoric

that was appropriated by border communities and political groups
to advance their own interests and agendas. Yet, this nationalist
project went against the grain of a network of economic, social, and
political cross‐cultural alliances brought about by the prodigious
economic development of the frontier region and its growing
integration into the economy of the United States.
Adopting the perspective of the people living in these border
provinces, we can recast the sovereignty struggles as a vast project
to organize society. The decision to become Mexican or American or
Texan was not only a question of placing or imagining oneself within
one collectivity; most critically, it involved choices about the
organization of the economy, the contours of the political system,
and religious and moral values. And in making all of those critical
choices, different social groups, classes, and ethnicities that
coexisted in Mexico’s Far North had different and often conflicting
ideas. Tejanos, federalists, indigenous communities,
nuevomexicanos, centralists, merchants, empresarios, Anglo‐
Americans, and common people attempted to shape the nation to
their own wishes and their best interests. In this frontier world
where interests, political ideology, and national allegiances were
inextricably intertwined, the deployment of Mexicanist rhetoric —
or its absence — became another weapon in their everyday life
struggles. The nation did not emerge full‐blown right after
emancipation from Spain in 1821, nor was it purposefully
constructed according to blueprint laid out by the "Mexican
founding fathers," it was simply a by‐product of complicated
alliances and counteralliances contingent on a set of local
arrangements in constant flux.
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